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An easy-to-understand writing style and ample examples make this psychopharmacology text a
valuable guide and reference for counselors and therapists.

Â This practical text offers a basic

yet comprehensive depiction of the world of psychopharmacology is written in a style optimal for
non-medical helping professionals.Â Filled with ample explanations, case studies, and examples, it
thoroughly and clearly covers every topic encountered by counselors and therapists in the field each
day. Appropriate at both the graduate and undergraduate levels, the newly revised second edition of
this text includes the most current topics, information on the newest medications, and even more
real-world case studies and examples.
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This book is great for counseling students and new professionals! It has helped be get a basic
understanding of common treatments and has helped me write numerous papers and case
conceptualizations! Defiantly a great resource!

A book for understandand Psychopharmacology, concise and clear. Covers main classes of
psychiatric drugs through a simple language. An excellent option for the non-medical professional.

This book was required for my college course, but if it weren't I wouldn't buy it, not a tremendous

amount of information.

I liked how the book was written and organized- VERY concise and informative, but really felt there
were a few holes in the information. I had constant questions that were left unanswered. Basic is in
the title, but there were moments I felt it was too basic..............if using for a therapeutic referencethere isnt enough information for even that purpose.

A great resource for counselors. It provides basic information on common medications. Having this
knowledge is important for recognizing side effects and other symptoms when working with clients.

Excellent book to use when working with clients to understand how psychopharm drugs work ...
excellent resource!!

I needed the book for school. It was interesting reading and made some of the information more
understandable n for a person without a medical background

This book saved me in my graduate level clinical psychopharmacology course, packed with
knowledge and straight to the point .
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